Data Sheet

Law Enforcement

Smart Data Management
and Intelligent Search
for the Police
Research, network and analyze information across the board
iFinder adds an effective management and operational tool to the police
toolbox in the digital space. The AI-based search and analysis software of
IntraFind Software AG successfully supports the processing of extensive
amounts of data in investigative procedures and for situation assessment in
preparation for large-scale situations and special operational measures.

Law Enforcement
Compliance with strict security requirements and data
protection are part of the DNA of iFinder - the new
digital colleague in the team. The user interface is easy
to use, even for complex analyses. iFinder presents
relevant information in a short time, cross-links it
intelligently and thus becomes an effective operational
tool for successful police work in the digital space.

In which scenarios does
iFinder become an
effective operational tool?

What can iFinder do?
Complex analysis of unstructured and structured
data with an easy-to-use interface
Freely scalable search in billions of documents
in real time
Use of AI and machine learning technologies for
targeted reconnaissance of phenomena, offences,
perpetrators and organized structures for deployment preparation in danger prevention and for
supporting criminal investigations
Flexible configuration and rights and roles concepts,
even in complex organizational structures, to ensure
a high security standard, especially when handling
sensitive data

• Intelligently search, find and analyze information from large amounts of data

Stable system performance even with simultaneous
access by many users

• Create knowledge across data sources by
connecting and integrating disparate sources such as case and incident management
systems, telecommunication surveillance
data, media and cloud storage, email
systems, social media, Internet, Deep Web,
Dark Web, and more.

With special converters and connectors access to
e.g. Facebook profiles

•L
 inking information to identify relationships
across multiple data sources

What special capabilities and
features does iFinder offer?
Strong speech analysis for better search results
The high-quality linguistics function of the iFinder
software provides complete and relevant hit lists when
searching. Singular and plural forms of the search term
are taken into account, inflected forms or compound
words and also synonyms are recognized. Multi-word
terms are broken down into their meaningful individual
components.
Proper names, e.g. of persons, organizations and
places, values and numbers (e.g. birth dates, vehicle
registration numbers, IBAN numbers, monetary
amounts) and units (e.g. speeds, units of length and
volume) are automatically recognized and, if desired,
also converted. (A degree Fahrenheit specification in the
text will also be found with the corresponding search
query for a Celsius value). These manifold linguistic
normalizations provide a significant advantage in

Match searches for automatic analysis of large
data sets

research and investigative work: Nothing relevant is
overlooked. iFinder can of course process content in all
languages - but for 29 languages iFinder provides this
high-quality linguistic preprocessing.
With the language understanding feature, the user can
set up simple searches with a single term as well as
highly specialized and complex searches with question
phrases. (e.g. „Search for police reports on the subject
of accident with personal injury in which a skid mark
was measured in the range between 28 and 40 meters“).
Language recognition also ensures usability in
multilingual environments. Even mixed-language
documents are analyzed correctly. Methods of so-called
term substitution help investigators also evaluate
content such as chat histories in unknown languages
to distinguish relevant from irrelevant content and
then pass the relevant content to machine or human
translators.
IntraFind identified excellent text understanding as
a crucial quality distinction from full-text search
over 20 years ago and has since employed a team of
computational linguists to map the language‘s subtleties
into compelling intelligent search.
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Extraction of content also from unstructured data
A particular strength of iFinder is the extraction from
structured and especially from unstructured datasets. In
this way, all police information systems for tracing, case
processing and research can be seamlessly connected
and integrated.
iFinder identifies and extracts key terms from the
standard entities, such as personal names, GIS
coordinates, locations, IP addresses, IMEI data, and
much more, and can link them directly to findings in
Systems for tracing, transaction and case processing,
and search systems, provided that data access is
enabled. The same applies to matching with external
data sources other than police databases and so-called
social media.

IntraFind - reliable partner of the public sector
IntraFind is an established German software vendor
for intelligent, AI-based search and text analytics
with 20 years of product and project experience. 1000
satisfied end customers and 1.8 million daily users in
public authorities and companies speak for a mature
solution. Renowned analyst firms list IntraFind among
the world‘s leading search and analytics software
companies.
For 15 years, IntraFind has been working successfully
on projects for police agencies as a reliable,
established partner with security-cleared staff.

iFinder provides linking results both in classic hit lists
and in graphical representations.

What information technology
features does iFinder offer?
Future-oriented scalability and open architecture
for interfaces
The more than 80 connectors for connecting a wide
variety of data sources and the ability to process more
than 600 different document formats characterize
iFinder as a comprehensive analysis platform based
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on an established standard product. With a view to
increasing digitization, the system remains scalable
without limits in terms of the quantity of documents,
with appropriate adaptation of the hardware.
With NetApp‘s unique certified interface for highperformance searches in NetApp Fileshares, virtually
infinite amounts of data with billions of objects can
be processed in real time. IT managers can manage
unlimited content in the index with minimal impact on
system environments.
With different converters it is also possible to connect
e.g. ANF files for communication diagrams, audio/video
files, speech to text or PDF documents that are available
as images and are processed by the IntraFind OCR.
The search input field of iFinder can be integrated into
existing police information and processing systems and
configured to suit the user. Standard search intelligence
with autocompletion, Did-You-Mean and typo correction
is a standard feature.
Flexible configuration of access permissions
The rights and roles concept of iFinder offers
administrators precise definitions of access rights
for particularly sensitive data. With so-called search
profiles and multi-tenancy, a straightforward handling of
access control is implemented.
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After building the search index, administrators can
additionally highlight priority search and retrieval
results in the displays by implementing search profiles.
Such display structures can be set up individually for
different users/user groups.
With the fine-grained assignment of rights and roles,
content with a high security requirement is restricted
to access only for previously defined authorized users.
This is already taken into account in the auto-completion
of the typed search term and the filter options
during the search.

What requirements does
iFinder meet from an IT
operations perspective?
• Excellent „cold start“ capability for quick and easy
installation
• Comprehensive logging of all activities (audit log),
System monitoring dashboards and application
performance monitoring
• User interfaces, administration, documentation,
training materials and support with service
level agreement from 9*5 up to 24*7, from a
security cleared company within the scope
of the secrecy support.
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